“The Best Pr o m o S o lutio ns Fo r Deejays & Lab els”
Vip Promo Service
Your release will be sent to +1,500 contacts including A-list "tastemaker" DJs, worldwide radio
shows, worldwide reviewers, press and A&R, around the world.
We use the best service delivery, to listen to the music with the highest quality and send the
feedback before download.
All information is collected in detail and in different formats, text and graphics.
Mailing Promotion [Newsletter & E-Flyer]
Publi Deejay has an updated mailing list with +50,000 music fans, DJs , music industry and
people.
With an effective HTML newsletter or e-flyer design including the info about your release, dates,
or any information you consider important to announce to everyone.
For this, we use the best mailing servers, to ensure that the mail reaches its destination.
This service is a great opportunity for everyone to know you and your work, with a very
competitive price.
Nightclubs, Promoters & Event Organizer Promotion Mailing [Newsletter & eFlyer]
If you are planning to tour DJ, showcase, party, this is your solution. Publi Deejay has an updated
mailing list worldwide with 12,000 clubs and event promoters around the world.
We only need an effective HTML newsletter, or E-flyer design, with all the info for booking
your artists or party.
We take care of them by reaching with maximum efficiency to all nightclubs, promoters & event
organizers in our database.
Demo Consulting for Producers
If your production has high quality, and you believe you can sign them with a major label, but do
not know how to get the A & R Heads, we send your demos to a list of over 450 important labels
as Cr2, Stealth, Toolroom, Subliminal, Hed Kandi, Ministry Of Sound, Supermarket, Black Hole
Recordings, Spinnin, Hotfingers, and many more.
We are sure that if your tracks have quality, you will receive a response from any of these major
labels, to sign your work, and to start a promising career.
Licensing Consulting for Labels
If you need to open the market for your label and expansion, the best way is to
provide licenses from your releases to other labels around the world. We send your licensing to
report to a list of over 1.000 labels around the world. You can offer exclusive licenses for
countries or general licenses.
Track and Remix Production
Need a track, or remix album, but you have no knowledge of music production? No problem, our
producers can create a musical production for you by the style you choose: House, Tech-House,
Electro House, Techno, Minimal, Dance and many more (Only Electronic
Music), vocal or instrumental with finishing and mastering music industry standard. We shape your
ideas, just tell us what you need.
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